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Oneonta

THESETIING

The news put me in a state of euphoria. After five years of
constant preoccupation with sociological formalities, I happily
seized the opportunity' to teach a course in "Sociology Through
Literature." A few faculty members, classicists by conviction,
were very enthusiastic about seeing their Renaissance conception
of the discipline being realized within their own intellecmal
territory. The rest of my colleagues did not seem to notice the
humanistic deviation in the curriculum. With all due respect, I
was amazed by their indifference. Sociology through literature?
In many departments around the country, the" issue would have
generated, 'ideological warfare. When one tries desperately for
decades to gain scientific respectability, it :is unlikely that one
would allow literary nonsense 'to interrupt·tn.~·workoftheory
construction. The edifice ofsociology could 'uorafford. any longer
romantic forms of a,ppearance', even asan 'aesthetic :(what a wordl)
possibility•.The elaborate schemesof our positivistic rationale
succeeded in bringing us status that should not 'be lost in pedago
gical experimenrationvWharever its educational merits may be,
it would be unwise to substitute literature for the plethora of
sacred material offered ceremoniously by the functionaries in
the Comtean church ofreason.

So the argument ruaa.and so most sociologists go around
performing the ex officio duties of an authoritative professional...
ism.. That is why I was surprised by my colleagues' apathy. Since
the expected doctrinal confrontation did not occur, I started
wondering about the state of our field. I knew from that for...
gotten thinker Pareto that if the guardians with their protective
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sensttlV1ty and their reactions became the best possible indica~

tors for the state of modern man" Whenever it reached their
hearts and minds, the drama of social realitycreated pathos which
was. chan.neled into stormy conversations. Thus, in an atmo
sphere reminiscent of Platonic dialogues we. overcame the
meaninglessness that dominates the ideas of contemporary
thinkers, and we illuminated many aspects 'of social relationships.

I should point out thar in the 1l~9cessof discussion we .faced
various problems and, of course, I never hesitated fora moment
to accept the severe confinements of sociological explanation .
.Nonetheless, I remarked, we all continue our efforts consciously
aware that the fulfillment of a scholar is analogous to his naivete
Did not a great poet warn us that our achievements still remain
a "perpetual possibility in the world of speculation"? 1 should
also mention here that in the juxtaposition of literary and socio
logical directions, an unavoidable comparison took place. Not so
much among the students, as (primarily) within my own intellec
tual conscience. This apparently absurd parallelism followed as a
consequence of the modus operandi) for we had already trans
cended the mundane science into its art form. Despite my philo..
sophical discomfort, it offered some interesting outcomes. It
embarrassed me to witness Pirandello winning the battle over
Goffman's dramaturgical exercises; Proust's psychologicalrealism
making the mteractionists look quite unsophisticated; Beckett
eliminating any chances for a sociology of the absurd; Dostoevksy
competing successfully with the anomie theorists; Kafka offe~g
the better account of bureaucracy; Balzac's acute vision. ridicul
ing the senseless stratifiCation studies, and so on. This' list could
be extended so as to cover _almost ail c~tego~e~. of' ~ocio~ogical
reasoning. The few .eJC~·eptions are. to be found either in the.
gra.n.djQse)holisticschema~izatio~s· or in certain myopic, .. empiri
cist mathematizations w~ichr.needlesseo say, have.n~ver ~~d: an}'
significant correspondence with th~ real. world. .':' .

The embarrassment: from.' .this comparative Perspective
caused moments of critical reflection. What was so forcefully
coming out of it became a te'rrifying nightmare. All of. us are
naive enough to look upon Iiterary figures and see ourselves in
an evolutionary manner. I personally experienced a disenchant
ment of a Spenglerian order that brought about a tendency for
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'healthy recrientation. The lesson taken from literature in
course should have been our prime concern long ago. Why
we make some sense in a similar fashion? What forced us to' be

rXUVl!%lH:W:@(
disinterested spectators? Why are we still unable to project
human imperatives? Why is our knowledge so limited? Wh'Y Ca.tl~f·:.·:n

we convince anybody? These questions are unanswered like m<Jk·Sl:·:.\+

prayers to the gods of an'y kind. But the 'scientific' issues
withstanding, literature provided me with some lessons about
problems of the rest of the world. It is time to go back. and
amine those problems under the light of their theatrical tiJ~",... ..uI.Ii:~~<·:::

There, in three tragic acts ritualistically staged, we might be a.1o#"'~/'::,,'<'?::~

to unmask the heroes or anti...heroes who perform in them.
ductio ad absu.rdum? Yes. That is exactly what traditional .~"'-"""~"'L"',-·''''

logy pretends to have avoided, is it not?

THE PLAY

Act One: ~4-political

The frame fo.r the performance has been oesiznaeec
All aspects of the forum are illuminated
gIaies. 1" hoper that", my< favorable" treatment of Idola eheatri
not . mislead. ' anyone. 'Th'j$"preSentation'was necessitated
sympathy fottheir destiny, wh,ich is 'bound, in a
condemnation, toiour own existence. The plot must have
written' byt'}le same ingenious dialectic, and there is 'no
in diSputing the obvious.

Although it is bard to recall the beginning, our ·enc:oulrJte3t·:••··;·:ji:::
with the irrationaloccurred unexpectedly. How can we DO!lSlD:J7V,"/·::?j:

predict something that emanates 'ad infinitum from
It was or it seemed to be a routine lecture :in political tnlJn1tJn~~~·:':::-;''::~1.1,

We"read Alexander Solzhenitsyn's masrerwork, 'One day in
life of Ivan Denisovich,' A total institution is symbolically I!1.ve:n/i':(?!

to show the fate of man in the pernicious patte.rn of ..".'#.~,*"....o,tl'I"'.::;·::,::"'::

century political reality. The story of human conditions in
concentration camp-it is so shocking in its agonizing L1Ac~,.......:n"'1:.A'*"'"''''

of the annihilation process as to transform the afflictive ePlsoCles'.Fhk
into a mystic experience, a religious apocalypse. Due
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complexity of the subject, I decidedto utilize our socidlogical
resources and offered the students some historical background
variegated with communist nostalgia. from the promising days
of the movement. We followed the course of action from the
romantic Marx of 1844 all the way to the Georgian dictator.
The class struggle of the world became an o'utcry of injustice, and
men like Ivan Denisovich were portrayed as the 'noblest saints
and martyrs' of a Hegelian theodicy. But :this sensationalism was
not enough to reach a desirable level of understanding. Some
kind of theoretical elaboration was needed to bring history within
the parameters of sociological explanation. 'We proceeded dis
cussing the categories attached to the 'central notion of power.
Naturally" we ended up building a Weberian castle that looked
as authentic as any ideal forrnadon would:' in intellectual projects.
That sort of interference by Weber in' Mattian··affairs has always
annoyed me to the point of questioning his cepitaliseic integrity.
Then, I reversed my approach and began demolishing the con
ceptual 'house of power.' It was like a puzzle game. The central
figure of our tale had mysteriously disappeared. Ivan Denisovich,
the man who erected the whole power structure: and owned it
by the right of his cosmogony, was lost in the labyrinth of its
reined dimensions. My effort brought no results. Ivan could not
be found in the darkrooms of any political division, and the
search was turning 'out to' be ridiculously similatto Diogenes'
cynical pursuit. He was ousted from his time; exiled for political
expedience: ostracised to 'silence 'the anti-logos: banished as a
historical nemesis. In the most paradoxical distortion of Gorky's
play, Ivan became one among' 'The Enemies' of the people, thatis,
anenemy ofhimself, A metamorphosis engineered by the system
which. aimed originally at the totality of man-the Marxian anti
thesis par excellence. If the theoreticians of revolution had known
about Ivan's adventures, there is no doubt, that' they would have
been more hesitant 'to trust negation in the dialectical process.
unfortunatelyt they never guessed the monstrous potentialities
underlying its unlimited force.

This was my monologue more or less, when I realized that
the students showed no sign of emotion, anxiety, or even curiosity.
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I .su.ppose alienated individuals do not worry much about the fate
ofwhatever lies beyond the horizon of their life-world. A.ftera
momentary reaction, Ivan Denisovich's ghost was left alone in:
the i(;y Siberian desert helpless amidst the Archipelago's raging
waves of terror. This· was an attitude which I could not possibly'
tolerate. I had to fight back and.challenge on logical grounds
the political. insensitivity.of the students. Based upon the centra!
idea of Athenian democracy, that apathetic citizens are not
simply useless but dangerous as well,> my argumentation attacked.
the students' unconcern by showing the risks they are subjected
to asa result of their dreadful disposition" After a while, it seemed.
again that I was talking to a deaf audience" Ir became clear
that the story of Ivan Denisovich was far beyond their range
comprehension, Unrelated to any experience th.ey have had, the
event remained an invented theme from fiction. One of the most
ominous realities in recent history was for them 'unreal.' What
can anyo~e. do when "unreal' is everything that escapes the
pineal immediacy and does not fit their projected categories of
a spatio-temporal determinacion? There is nothing, I guess, but to
be depressed-by themodem predicament, The mistake may be
that w·e.all try: to. ftght~e phenomenon on logical grounds as 1
c#f.i!~p~ti.pn~.•·c;~alwal'S be. given and. right or
tllay gen~~te:so~~ sympathy. <Ho~ever, this is an madequare
way :.of solving. the prob1em.One:,"·could easily arrive at 'ul\lr;;~:-:. 0','<:

petation .t.hrot;lgh.co~vincing syno~s, but what is the ..··,.:::: ...,·.:'::,·,·,:,:;:1V,,·.•·1;·,·,

bili~y .of making them relevant to minds. alien to anything ~=~)'I)jililj!;1
from. th.e·he~~ .and now" .of. parochialismf Assured byihe
egyrists during the' .narion's bicentennial celebration. \"~LCit.4JLJ:· ·.·\Jfl;.·......::::)..\

their system's sta~ility~ guaranteed a balance of power
Watergate, securerunder the auspices of··a
complex, promised abetter future by the.. oouncai
the students echoed logically enough the same youthful romanr> /

ticism that is so prevalent in American society. Under tnt;~c;·':·•.,.:::??::":

circumstances, why should anybody be affected by descriptions
of terror occurring in countries out our own 'safe' Lebensraum?

I am not writing a political essay to investigate these issues. (,:;u:n,}@f;},{$\

I am only offering a commentary on educational matters. ,...,,,....... ,,.... __.. ),-::···;:':::)~;:rl~:·f!;:'WI:

all its obvious references, a theatrical presentation cannot """'\0,,-,,,,-,,,," ....
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its stage limits. My readers as an audience might very well reflect
upon the implications. of Act I and follow a different thought
process. I just expect that they at least would feel the need for
catharsis.

Act Two: A-social

"But YOUt I beg you, check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born."

Bertolt Brecht's lines sounded like the supplicatory words
of .. a.preacher. Any drama provokes sentiments of that sort and
the German playwright expressed them even in his poetic cre
ations. As Brecht himself once said,poetry always reflects private
feelings about the world. It is a world abhorent for its unjust
social conditions, the intolerance of which victimizes everyone.
The verses of the great writer who lived stubbornly the dream of
a socialist utopia overflow with sympathy .for our problems in
the inhuman world of capitalist societies.

"But yout I beg you, check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born."

I assigned to my class Brecht's poem concerning the infan
ticide of a young, unwed mother named Marie Farrar. It had all
the elements. of .a Euripidean tragedy: some new Medea killed
her own child. It is a gloomy portrait of an. outcasr who, after
the desperation of pregnancy· at an early age,·wasfcrced to
commit such a contemptuous act. Crime is not the word ..to
describe the sin, for it ..has -: that legal connotation which: reduces
the sin to its formalistic aspects. Marie Farrart "a. minor,ra.~~i.t;ic
orphan," could not handle. the situation and ended it with. the
s~ecruelty she had .experienced Jn life. Death. was th·e ..·only
outcome following in the sequence of events for the. newborn,
pain) poverty t stigmatization and suffering, Was not her decision
of fmality equally natural as all other possibilities? Hopeless and
unable to think, Marie Farrar was led to the death defyittg road
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of self-destruction. the road that is depressingly open at
crossways of lost souls.

"But you, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help fro:m every creature born."

Brecht's appeal did not leave my student indifferent this
time. There must be, I suppose, certain limits to every kind of
estrangement. When apro'blem disturbs the peace of a url'V3£·~ .::;,,:.;.:,;:::';~;:':::::;:::::::::::;

world, no one can afford the. luxury of detachment. Respond- .;.;;:.;.;:::.;;:':,:;:,;::.;,.;;::;:'.
ing in tum to their paradoxical involvement, I decided that .1
should briefly discuss the matter. Infanticide, I said, is a ael"1a~::.:{·n:.

don that draws the general interest of the public and its ca1:nO~llC·.::-·.:':;

need for passing judgment. Cases of similar importance are
the .subject of Uitergene:rational fascination. It seems that ;~;'c.(:,,:···'·\i::\:;:.·::{:::;:mf;.:l},

heimwas right in talking about' the functional aspect of cnmtiial. .:ff:f:

behavior. Every group finds it necessary to reinforce its coJUec;tlve.••..·.:·,?·

consciousness through an examination of past and present"
sodes. Searching for their own historical identity,.however, ~()t1p~s.::\;::::·::·:::;1·;;.:::)::::i:···;·.'~:

commonly add another, distinctively separate dimension
expresses a novel perspective onnie. This new perspective
taken to be atrue cJ'ne'oy:tneir members whose belief in its au't:neJtl';··:{:::}::
ticity becomes critically essential for the survival of the S()(~W1:':!:~l::,·;,:j·l'.;;~~i:~I:i·;,)·,:·i;~

unit. Then, provocative' schemes emerge which are labeled
various innovative terms. One is tempted to admit that the WO.ITIU.····::nu·?

is:a process in which such accepted neologisms and their mean.jn:l~

frameworks determine the course ofaction.
As if they wanted: to 'support my sociological msianrs,

students demanded that the case of Marie Farrar must brc)u:a[ntii:;;·:.:::'-::'::~;tt;:

to an imaginary court for retrial. Contemporary ideas had fo'ri"::::F\:.;:}}(::;;::;

utilized in order to examine the incident from our
to see it through another prism, 'and to judge
appalling facts. Her story should be presented in a ""t~~l"'hJl~""" t()t1M;"~::::;;:':H}":

so that the scenario would make visible the undertvme ie~iti1,~tt+t~~'·'·:':::'::::.~.·i.:.:;:·:t:;:::.•:1~'.
the theatergoers of modem times. The troubles
not enough, poor Marie Farrar returned from oblivion
expiatory victim in the confused system of moral :imt>el~atjlve~l'i;i;;:::';;::::;

lOS
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It is the rule in social affairs to instrumentalize weakness for the
sake of satisfying the masochistic tendencies of the social animal.

"But you, I beg you, check YO'ur wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born."

T?e most ?»pressive feature in reconstructing the happenings
of Marie Farrar s case was a fatuous use of fashionable categories.
She changed suddenly from a female to acquire the .searus of a
person. With, the magic of Protestant ethic she moved from the
lower to the working class. Thus, she stopped being poor and,

, became economically deprived. In order to prove the existence
of a reformed criminal justice system, she rurned into a juvenile
delinquent. And for the advantages of our welfare state, she was
promoted from a rachitic orphan ·to ·an underprivileged .haadi
capped. One would have a hard. time in recognizing her tragic
ftgure under the masquerade of these .senseless characterizations..
If the word .~~ were the only absurdity in their perception of
events, the snuanon could have been at least tolerable..But this
line of reasoning continued with more inane argumentation.

~ ~hestudents proceeded to· see the act in the light of crime
stansncs. T~ey. talked. about punishmene and the chances for
reform, The judicial process was. viewed in relation to the econ
omy. Marie Farrar, indiscriminately with.all other criminals
was projected as a social problem to be solved within a network
of bureauc~tized officials. Beyond that; and when everything
~se:bad. failed., ~he death penalty still remained. Society has the
right to protect: ltself. For the achievement of maximum success
our rationalizations must not be restricted frorn sentimentaliry's
force.' .

In their scrutiny of the crime's specific aspects, the students
w~nt through the d~tails with the same curiosity that a criminol
oglSt would have mown .. Was. she educaredr Did she get. any
psychiatric treatment? What are the consequences of pre-marital
~ex? Should we legalize abortion? Had any state agency offered
Its help? How about her financial situation? The whole examina
tion period was spent on questions of that sorr-cunemotional and
impersonal, without sympathy or compassion. The questions
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"But you, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born."
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Act Three: A·",human

111

On.e needed not to talk about death penalties. People are quite
often better judges of themselves, and do not usually beg for
help like the poets.

The last act took place at the end of the course. There is no
symbolism attached to this finale, The triadic form and its com
position are purely coincidental. Literary ingenuity is often
unable to compete with reality's insuperable creations.

My students had to write a typical undergraduate paper.
They started visiting my offiCe to confer with me upon their
planned projects. Although the pieces they .had selected were
primarily from American writers, a couple of exceptionseepre..
sentingEuropean realism-Zola, Tolstoy-made me' very happy
indeed. We we.nt through the stories together, and I tried to help
them by compiling ideas significant enough for a meaningful
sociological theme.

One afternoon, I made an appointment with a student who
participated .infrequently during my.seminar type discussions in
the class. She used to sit quietly at the back of the lecture hall
like a distant but attentive watcher of a strange ritual. While
keeping notes allth.e time, she had never taken an active part in
our debates, Ms.• X, that slim, shy girl of Oriental extraction
moved into my room holding a small.volume in her hands..It
wasacollect.io~ of poems. of religions inspiration by a writer
unknown to me.·:Requesting· an'. evaluatk>n of her/topi~.,:sbe

smiled politely and:waited..i.n·:tepose. for· the critique. 1- cat.'efully
read a. nlimber of::the···:PC?e~$.::n.~pjte~~h~:~()rmalit¥:.::(,jfth£;isitua~~
tion, lfottnd:,· it-extremely·. difficult ··to:·. keepm,·.· p~ettt.mt,t:if
not ;my" :disappr()¥:a),:::hidden .:~QJ,(:.:·;h~.;~rXh~:.:p()et\s.-•.•e$.::;~~.e:d
a naive conception of·faith,.·and a ~rt'oF fanaticisntthat:.:ap-
pea.red unattractivetc>« .sa}f::::•. the.; .1e,as...::::~GQd.~~:.:~I~~st:~;;.it1::::b~n'1'~n
affairs was presented ina peculiarly deterministic set of:power
relationships. Exotic creatures ....aCCOQ1pailiea: .. '~rdinal}' .::<p~ople

directing "their actions -in the mundane:··undertakingS: of:every
day life. In order to show this dogmatic."'imposition"'of divine
will, the poet described a dream world of sublime elements.

directly indicated a persistent attention to the well-being of the
system. In the fervor of the students' analytical logic, the in
dividualper se was forgotten as the non-essential part of the
incident.

My reaction did not match their naive excitement in ~~.I.llii.i~.:::;<;:,.;;:.;",,;;.;,,;:,;:;';;~:

reenactment of the trial. I let the exchange of ideas go
dered from serious challenge, What is the use? If Brecht's poetry
left them completely unaffected, how could the dry forms ()f·,,';.: ... :";;;:,.;.:.::;:,,.,.:;.;.;;.

sociological thinking be more influential? In a way, it was ·~T"~·,"",,;;,·;:::':;:·'t·::::::;:<::.:·

ferable for me .to remain a participant observer as their rationaae
revealed their strange outlook. They all played superman,
cannot stand Nietzschean philosophy even as a parody. Al1:nGualt.· •• i:i/::D'.:::H:r~:

lacking any .ideologica].context, the·y showed a perculiar attltultle··.·•. ,·:,:/:·,)\::,.:l

'by identifying themselves with the established order..From
vantage point, one can discard easily any humanistic COJi1Sl(1eta~.:·;>.F::{:U·

dons••··One·.:.f,:anobserve ·life>comfertably· as an abstraction, ·.be:···(,:·::.:·fj·.·i.:;,·:: ••·.·ll:

disengaged ··from any commitments, and portray justice as
hlindfolded. lady Jikeeveryone·e!se.What really upset me wasFth~fl~·I:m· .•l"!::{·i:}·;~;·;ji;·J:
no one .had: questioned the lady's ability to see in all ·1.~i·:m .. ::.··:..•.l; ••:::;::'·I:
complexity.. .Sartre)s.ptotest:'··:·iagainst· ., &e cruelty

reaso·Ding is not an existentialist trick after all. Most of the ~~~'~ililiii
it is ·f()no·wedby 'l1uman)y blindfolded people.. Anyhow, 1·£

the xsccasion to conclude' the second act of this :::(~~~~i~~'H~li
was not clifficu.1.t, 1 remaeked; to understand their desire: for
.obj~~ivity. JWbYS~91~ld,I disagreef Speaking. the: truth, .m.~av:·:b:e:·~;;\i:~:,;W~Qf0;:.:~:.::JE

dangerous, because "its light would offend some blind 'oec:>Dle;W?2

The irony of tbis line 'from Michelangelo caught a few StUld.el1tt'$

by surprise. They did not expect any criticism of their rat:10I1~::;)

thought. Marie Farrar's case '-was· utilized as an exlper1ltl1e~nt::~;;f<;-;

said, and it helped the release ofour impulses.
only a small part of the issue at hand. Logic can justify it
times. What it cannot legitimize, however, is the elimination OE:::::j;;,YJ([rt.o::xt

its human prerequisites. For the record, I commented, .BrE~chlt:::~:·jj;···~:t::i;··:;!··ii·•• I,.
.informed us that Marie Farrar had committed suicide in prisotl:~!.·!:·.·~·1ii;;t:k~1:••:···•.:.~:t.

····"Micl....American<:;Review···of Sociology
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fulflllmenecaad eheir actions were mirroring a state of existence
that differentiated them from the outsiders. She generated such
a nostalgic mood for her comrades that I responded spontaneous...·
Iy by quoting Ezra Pound: "I am homesick after my own kind
of people."

Then, I laughed at my im petuous remark. This unconscious
recollection of adages from Fascist ideologues like Pound and
Heidegger struck me as unfitting in the peaceful hours of the
late afternoon. It was all a kind of romanticism totally foreign
to my personality. What had happened to me? Had ··Ms. X sue..
ceeded in changing m·y attitudes? I almost forgot the purpose
of her visit. Trying to recover from the indoctrination session,
I .wrestled with-the suffocating armosphereofreligicsiey she had
created. Sociologists, 'I confessed to h:er,:are demonic beings.
They would never save their souls, because their thoughts consti
tuted the primordial sin of disbelief. They want to know while
ignoring the aetiology of their desire for knowing. To paraphrase
Tennessee Williams, they are like kids attempting to spell the
word 'GOD' without every learning the alphabet" They will never
be forgiven for selling naive improvisations ··when they are de...
mythologizing bibles. However, they otherwise behave like any
human creature on earth..Since I am myself a member of the
same caste, I would ·bewilling to let her write on the religious
poems on the "assumption that the angels must stop their busy
schedule. No one is against literary allegories) but academics
ought to be interested in real people. I explained-to her that
my compromise should not be' taken as .favoritism. I simply
am inclined to ·be lenient toward the poets" Unbelievableas it
may .. sound, my model of sympathy originated in Marx. The Red
Doctor had given clemency to rH, Heme: .and did not condemn
the··nonse'nse:··:of·his· supposedlysocialisricpapers, The· philosopher
is obligated -by'tne:·nattlreof his .creative .work to:respect .the
artist. It is an idea that has beenforgotten on all sidesofehe
Marxist spectrum ever since.

Unexpectedly, Ms. X refused to accept my compromise..
Her eyes burned with -an animosity she could', not control. This
brought about a tension which I have no desire to bear anymore.
After all, I was unable to understand why she -distrusted me so

Angels flew around mixing with the crowd and they seemed to
have an emotional involvement in its rather trivial business..
Although the flight looked prearranged, good and evil were
struggling constantly in the arena of secular issues.. Kierkergaard's
'eitherlor' philosophy must be mistaken. The heavenly guards
are omnipresent to regulate with imperious tenacity every
decision..making process" In brief, the picture painted by the
versifier was as bizarre as the surrealistic murals of Salvador
Dati.

I did not want to offendMs.Xtbut my temptation in f11ld
ing out her religious affJIiation had become irresistible. With~

out any reservations, she identified herself as an active member of
the Jesus movement. (Out of respect. forherprivacy.T had better
not reveal the particular sect.) After that direct reference ro the:
collective spirits, she went on to elucidate .. the importance of
religion in her Iife, the powerful impact of beliefs, and thehae
many she had managed to achieve. by balancing dogmatic fun
damentalism and scientific thought. I was delighted with her
last comment. My suspicion that Comte's progressive stages of
human-knowledge were purely fictitious appeared to be justified~

The "New Christianitytt. has never reached the 'high' level of
science; becauseIe has never abandoned its theological essenee••·•
With a tendency for:innueDdoes~.common among mtellc~ctlJaJ.;''':·.·.··-·--······::.:0:;'~1:1t:f

hinge individuals, Ibrought·to mind the .ideas of' M• .t1elta.~~2el~::· ••:.· :::.':\::::::':·i.~'(·:f:

"HistoriansandphiIologists, by virture of a prejudice
modern rationalism -adopted from Platonism, imagine that
was destroyed by logescBut nothing religious is ever rte~~trc)vet1·.

by logic; it is deseroyed only by the God'swithdrawal,"
The moments of my reflective silence encouraged Ms.. X ..L'I.:.6 ... , ...••. .: .. : ... ,':".,':" -.

coneinue her presentaeion, She muse have been accustomed
a certain style of catechizing; far her voice echoed . by :nO'JI.·.~l;<":·!:::::":.'.:·::r:·[:::l:.

Pascalian'logic of the heart.' Religion, she said, lifted her -·u'ril.':::;:'.::::::;I::Ig·W

from '- the anonymity of the crowd and showed her the :mE~anme;.·.:>.:{':.::·{\:;*:/..@
of the -world.. Of course, this meaning was expressed best by
contemporary apostle, for whom she was ready to sacrifice her-
self. Everyone in her gro'Up was willing to do the same. The
realization of a spiritual entity can come only through immola
tion. The members of the movement had a similar passion for
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HI said to my soul) be still, and let the dark come upon you
Which. shall be the darkness ofGod. As, in the theatre,
the lights are estinguished, for the scene to be changed."
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power to carry the cross of guilt of such a denial. Sorry Ms. X,
I am not going to give you that satisfaction. She faded away
from my horizon. Realizing that there was no chance that. I would
betray myself, she left without notice. It was like a. ··daydream.
I checked th.e papers on the table. They lookeddepressmgly
unintelligible. I tried to finish the article I was reading before she
came: "The decomposition of effects in Path analysis." I felt
nausea and ran out of my office, The moon was dim like.Ms.X's
.image; the campus quad deserted. Where were my students, my
colleagues, my friends·? Alone but unafraid, I whispered the lines
for the second quartet of Eliot's elegy:

muc:h•....Lhave given my word to treat her without bias and she
bil9>no reason for doubting the proposed compromise. Does the
abSence of religious norms create agnostic individuals with no
decency? Such haughty behavior from .Ms, X was going. too .far,
I looked ather straight in the e·yes and demanded that she .must
reveal 'the source of her skepticism of me. With an equal deter
minationcshe stood up, raised her hand, demonstratively pointed
at me.and.screamed in anger:

-- "Because you area Jew."!

The accusation paralyzed my senses. Incapable of reacting,
I remained speechless for a few minutes.. staring at this petite
anti-Semite who had the audacity for such a prejudicial state...
ment.Have. you ever experienced a similar situation? Have you
ever found: yourself locked in a prison cell? Denounced, labeled,
stigmatized, numbered, framed) marked? Have you ever seen the
world asva stranger? Unwanted', rejected, excluded, detested,
deprived? Have you? Then. you. may empathize with my posi...
tion.-crushed by the immense force of.hate".

What made me feel worse was. the fact that I am not a Jew..
I am formally a Greek (by accident: of birth) and. a Christian (by
state policy)" But how doyou ·go about disproving a non-existent
social .category? :And when .did proof ·0£· any .kind .change the
course of life? 'Unrealiry' 'has unjustly.won its battles most .of
the time•.It is the same unrea1~tywhich'hunts potential victims
around .the globe. in every inhttmaneway. Can anyone stop its
frenetic: drive for a bloody.. victory over all of. 'us who are or ar~

not Jews-tl;le', distinctienjs .pure scholasticism for the millions
.of· .. niartyrs.?Throughout..history, the list of victws.has been
rewritten. many times in. th~past, and ··it is .c;o.nstantly printed
underwarious editors. Ideological introductions to .. any .forth
coming edition can easily be found in prophetic thought. IeIs
simply a practical task for a demagogue to select his next group
fQ+destructio.n.

Unwillinglyt M.s•. X led me to the same dilemma Peter faced
in denying Jesus" Peter cried afterwards, but I cannot do that. To
begin. with, Ido not want to do that. It would be beyond my
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